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NextDocs conducted the “State of TMF” survey in Q1-Q2 2013 to better understand how companies are 

managing trial master files. The survey also queried respondents on the major features, obstacles, and 

metrics surrounding the implementation of an electronic trial master file (eTMF) system. Although the 

survey revealed an increased use of electronic solutions, there are still significant challenges to address 

around managing clinical trial documentation.  

 

Paper Trial Master Files Still Dominate 

Despite widespread discussion of eTMF in the industry, a significant 

number of respondents are still using paper to manage clinical trial 

documents. Nearly 30% of those surveyed are still on an entirely 

manual system. An additional 20% of companies reported using a 

hybrid solution, with some trial documents on paper and some in a 

commercial eTMF system. The use of shared file systems is also 

widespread. Only 24% of those surveyed are managing all clinical trial 

documentation in a commercial eTMF system. 

 

 

eTMF Adoption Hindered by Business Case 

More than half of the companies that are still on a paper-based 

system have decided against using eTMF or have not yet considered 

it. Proving the business case remains the largest obstacle to 

implementing an electronic solution. Companies also reported issues 

with obtaining the funding and the internal staff resources to 

undertake this transition.  

 

  

Obstacles to implementing eTMF 

44% can’t prove business case 

40% lack the staff 

33% lack the funds 

 

Current methods for managing 

trial master files 

28% paper 

24% commercial eTMF 

22% shared file system 

20% hybrid approach 
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Significant Challenges in Managing Documents Remain 

Whether using paper or an electronic system, respondents all reported the same top challenges in 

handling essential documents and trial master files: the time required to locate and manage them as well 

as visibility into their statuses. Those using paper processes also struggle with insufficient internal resources 

and an inability to provide global team members with access to TMF documents. The companies that have 

already switched to electronic solutions face different challenges. They report inefficient processes for 

contributing to the TMF as another major area of concern. 

 
Challenges companies face in managing essential documents and trial master files 

 
 

Feature Preferences Vary Widely 

The features in an eTMF system that matter to respondents are another area where the survey shows large 

disparities. Overall, the responses were split across a number of factors, with only document management 

functionality showing a slight lead. However, these answers vary considerably based on the companies’ 

current use of eTMF. Those that are not using eTMF prioritize the ability to go paperless, total cost of 

ownership, and the overall implementation time and effort, while those that have already implemented 

eTMF cite global accessibility and flexibility as two of the most important factors. End-users, however, 

universally care about ease of use and reporting capabilities. 
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Difficulty meeting regulatory requirements

Time required to start up trials

High cost of managing TMF content

Providing access to global team members to access documents…

Poor communication and collaboration with trial personnel…

Reconciliation of the on-site TMF to the sponsor version of the site…

Insufficient internal resources

Inefficient process for collecting documents from the clinical sites

Inability to maintain audit ready TMFs

Inefficient processes for global team members to contribute…

Lack of visibility into the status of clinical trial documentation

Time required to locate and manage documents

Number of times each answer was selected

Important factors in implementing an eTMF system 

53% document management functionality 

46% global accessibility 

44% flexibility 

40% total cost of ownership 

 

Important factors for users 

91% ease of use 

56% reporting on what’s missing 

51% reports and dashboards 
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Productivity the Productivity the Primary Metric for Success 

While saving money is often cited as a primary benefit of implementing eTMF, the survey showed that for 

most respondents, it is not the chief focus. Instead, companies are concerned first and foremost with 

measuring increased productivity and/or utilization. As a metric, this makes sense given that the most 

commonly cited challenges are those of productivity – time wasted in locating and managing documents 

as well as inefficient processes for contributing and collecting them. The other metrics widely used to track 

the success of an eTMF implementation are the reduction in time to prepare for study milestones or events 

and improved audit results. These metrics do not directly correlate to the primary challenges that 

respondents expect eTMF to solve. However, they may prove easier to quantify than key performance 

indicators for some of the objectives around global access and visibility. 

 
How companies measure eTMF success 

 
 

Conclusion 

The survey highlights the great potential of eTMF solutions to streamline processes, automate information 

exchange, and reduce the overhead of running clinical trials. It also illustrates the large gap between 

potential and reality. Although the adoption rate of electronic trial master file systems is rising, the 

promised efficiencies are still not fully realized. The survey shows that implementing eTMF is not as simple 

as installing a new technology. This is a fundamental change in the way life sciences companies do 

business. Even those companies that have already initiated this transition have found that many challenges 

and a great deal of work lies ahead. 

 

About NextDocs 

NextDocs is a global leader in providing regulated content management and compliance solutions to 

life sciences organizations.  NextDocs provides solutions for electronic trial master files (eTMF), 

regulatory submissions, standard operating procedures (SOP) and quality management systems 

(QMS).  These solutions enable businesses in highly regulated industries to achieve compliance with 

the FDA and other agencies while automating processes, improving efficiency and dramatically 

reducing costs.  NextDocs has delivered over 100 deployments with FDA regulated customers 
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including five of the ten largest pharmaceutical companies and two of the largest clinical research 

organizations (CROs).  NextDocs has won numerous awards including the Microsoft Life Sciences 

Partner of the Year four years in a row. All NextDocs solutions are 100% browser-based and can be 

deployed in the cloud or on premise. For more information visit www.nextdocs.com. 
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